Procedure of obtaining permission for using figures and tables of articles published in JCR

1. Go to the article on ScienceDirect. For example, go to JCR Volume 246
   http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01683659/246
   Click the title of the article (red arrow)

   It will lead to a new page: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168365917300044
   Click the Get rights and content” link (red arrow)
Fill in the form as shown below (which is just an example). The outcome is that you can reuse the tables and figures at no charge (0.00 USD) (red arrow).

Quick Price Estimate

This reuse request is free of charge although you are required to obtain a license through Rightslink and comply with the license terms and conditions. You will not be charged for this order. To complete this transaction, click the Continue button below.

I would like to...  
reuse in a journal/magazine

I am a/an...  
author of new work

The intended publisher of new work is...  
Elsevier

I would like to use...  
figures/tables/illustrations

My number of figures/tables/illustrations...  
2

My format is...  
both print and electronic

I am the author of this Elsevier article...  
No

I will be translating...  
No

My currency is...  
USD - $

Quick Price  
0.00 USD

This service provides permission for reuse only. If you do not have a copy of the content, you may be able to purchase a copy using Rightslink as an additional transaction. Simply select 'I would like to...' 'Purchase this content'.

Unclear about who you are?

(Online) permission should be obtained before using any tables and figures.